Grant of Free Tariff

Messager - 30th Dec., 1867. presents the fact 2 may safely be reduced. Medium is the tariff 2 internal tax on trade -

little evident need - besides the law will all need of tariff reform - can combine a useful off the treaty tables with the provision in the agreement lower tariff in Russian affairs which trade with Russia being as depressed industri

desus will be materially changed.

3/13'70. Mr. on m. marine 1579.
This was a bill for making people pay much of one another.

In Kansas, was particularly noticed by the duty on salt—and indeed another much independent appeared in 1867. The great salt corporation uphill at the moment in the U.S.

at Sayreville, Ailshire, at Leavenworth, N.Y.

Both had been demanding for mine metal, since the quality of Aquirum and thin in spite of the public until they had since 1862 a precedent.

If from 150 to 170 of the post office had naturally from encouragement.

under that subsidize

See Pike 18, 19, 20.